


Dimensionalize and flatten your lumber.  Here we are using 2 – 12” x 6” x ¾” 
Marupa boards.



Put the 2 boards together forming a 12” square.  Find the center and scribe a line 
to the desired diameter.



Here we are scribing a 45 degree angled line for this project.  For a more upright 
vessel, you could lessen the angle degree (keep in mind, that the wall thickness will 
also be reduced).



You can see here that a vertical 90 degree line will make up the next layer.



Here you see the finished layout.



Here I am drilling a 1 1/8” hole to accommodate my band saw circle jig .



The band saw table is set to a 45 degree angle and the blade is lined up on the 
cut line.  You don’t need a jig.  I just find it easier.



Cut each layer making sure to keep your hands well away from the cutting zone.



The finished cut lay out.



Be sure to remove any saw “fuzz”.  You may want to carefully sand the joints on a 
disk sander, prior to gluing



Now the half rings are glued together into the various layers of the bowl.  Note the 
creative duct tape clamps.



Flatten the rings, add a base for chucking and start the layering process. Make 
sure to line up the vertical joints.  Note the creative clamping.



The blank before turning.



I find it easier to fit a jam chuck on the ID of the blank.



Here we are making sure that we maintain a 45 degree slope.  This is very 
important for this project.



The blank is reversed to cut the inside.  A consistent wall thickness is essential.



The sanded bowls ready for finish.  Next cut off the base and sign your name.



But what else could we do with this technique.



By laminating the original board, you can introduce different design features.





You’ve seen these bowls before.



Cut through the horizontal joints at 90 degrees to the 45 degree slope.  This leaves 
a 45degree bevel on the rings.



The harvested rings.



Cut the rings in half through the vertical joints using a band saw sled.



By utilizing a 45 degree slope and consistent wall, you can now glue the half rings into a mobius 
ribbon.  Do a dry fit to your shape and be sure to label the joints.  It is very easy to get confused.  
Again, duct tape makes a terrific clamp.  Note the joint areas are masked off.  This saves many 
hours of sanding a difficult shape.



Three mobius ribbons ready for assembly.






